An innovative theoretical framework for stochastic dynamics based on a decomposition of a stochastic differential equation (SDE) has been developed with an evident advantage in connecting deterministic and stochastic dynamics, as well as useful applications in physics, engineering, chemistry and biology. It introduces the A-type stochastic integration for SDE beyond traditional Ito's or Stratonovich's interpretation. Serious question on its uniqueness was recently raised. We provide here both mathematical and physical demonstrations that the uniqueness is guaranteed.
Recently Zhou and Li (ZL) [1] extensively discussed connections among three known ways of finding potential landscapes in generic nonequilibrium processes in biology, chemistry, engineering and physics described by stochastic differential equations. Some good questions were formulated, along with a few insightful results. They speculated that a set of differential equations proposed 10 years ago, referred to as "SDE decomposition" by ZL, would have generally no unique solution. In this comment we show that such speculation is not supported by either mathematical or physical reasoning. A few more points raised by ZL are further clarified.
We start by review the original definition [2, 3] of the "SDE decomposition" into three components: a potential function φ(q) (a scalar function), a friction matrix S(q) (symmetric and semi-positive definite) and a Lorentz-like force represented by a transverse matrix A(q) (antisymmetric). Matrices S(q) and A(q) are determined by the potential condition Eq. (1a) and the generalized Einstein relation Eq. (1b):
where f (q) is the deterministic drift velocity and D(q) the diffusion matrix given by the SDE. The ∇ × x = ∂ i x j − ∂ j x i for arbitrary n-dimensional vector x. In principle, the n 2 unknowns in [S(q) + A(q)] can be determined by solving the n(n − 1)/2 partial differential equations in Eq. (1a) under proper boundary conditions for matrices S(q) and A(q), together with the n(n + 1)/2 equations given by Eq. (1b) (n 2 unknowns and n 2 equations). 
where n(n − 1)/2 partial differential equations determine the n(n − 1)/2 unknowns in the antisymmetric matrix Q with necessary boundary conditions for Q. 
The existence and uniqueness of solution to Eq. dissipative dynamics in such situation [8] , and the steady state distribution can even be exactly evaluated [9] . The mathematical reason of this mismatch is that such example brings the multi-connected state space into focus, where the solution to the potential condition, Eq. (1a), is sensitive to such topological constraint [10] . In fact, the potential function can Having showed that ZL's non-uniqueness speculation is incorrect, several points raised in their paper deserve further discussion, clarification, and correction.
• First of all, we agree with the reasoning of ZL that the potential function should exist for nonequilibrium processes. It can be obtained by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This consensus may be important in that, while various construction of potential function are proposed recently [2, 3, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , there has been a lingering concern on its existence in mathematical community [17] .
• ZL noticed that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation plays a central role in the "SDE decomposition", similar to that in Freidlin-Wentzell formulation. We are pleased to notice such observation and wish to add that it was noticed by us, and the same HamiltonJacobi equation was written down, too [3] .
• ZL proved that the singularity on D does not affect the decomposition framework. We have also noticed and stressed this feature [3] , which is evident from the SDE decom- • ZL was right in their observation that, though various proposals on potential landscape were made, no extensive discussion on their connections was performed. Nevertheless, we would remark that we had made an effort, particular in the connection between the A-type to that of Ito [18, 19] , and showed that mathematically they are equivalent.
• Potential function is more generally applicable than the steady state distribution. In cases the steady state distribution does not exist, a potential function may still be obtainable. We had considered such case recently [20] . It is our observation that this important feature has not been generally appreciated so far in literature-ZL even attempted to show its equivalence to the Freidlin-Wentzell formulation. This feature, together with above discussion on the toy model, may lead to the conclusion that there is a serious limitation on its scope on the application of construction of potential function from steady state distribution.
• One way to view the toy model on the ring is to consider it right at the limit cycle in a limit cycle dynamics, as stressed by ZL. This explicitly implies that there is no dissipation right at the limit cycle, S = 0, and that the dynamics is dominated by non-gradient term, or the transverse matrix in the SDE decomposition. Not noted by ZL, such result was also exactly obtained within the SDE decomposition [21, 22] .
• ZL erroneously referred the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [3] 
as the generalized Einstein relation (1b). In case with detailed balance, A = 0, let = k B T , if the friction γ is a constant, then S = γ/k B T , Eq. (1b) reduces to SD = γD/k B T = 1, namely, the product of the friction and diffusion coefficients is a constant γD = k B T , discovered by Einstein [23, 24] one hundred years ago.
• ZL remarked that "the general mathematical expression for OM function in high di- type interpretation correspond to different integration rules [25] , clarifying confusions in the field.
• ZL stated that for SDE decomposition "there is no explicit stochastic integral interpretation of it in higher dimensions". It is an incorrect assertion. The zero mass limit justification [26] of SDE decomposition is in fact an explicit realization of stochastic integration: first the usual, for example, Ito stochastic integration and then the zero mass limit. It is of course not the usual stochastic integration in a standard textbook, as we have already recognized as beyond Ito vs Stratonovich [3] . It is possible that a more conventional form may be found.
• ZL asked the important question of how to generalize what has been obtained for continuous processes to discrete jump processes and speculated that the "SDE decomposition" theory would be difficult to do that. We had in fact showed the generalization is possible [27] . Such generalization is a direct extension of the "SDE decomposition".
We also provide a detailed discussion on ZL's demonstration in the appendix. We note:
a) The starting point of ZL is not the original definition of the "SDE decomposition" by Eq.
(1). ZL's protocol is not equivalent to the original definition: necessary boundary conditions for Q are missing. This can naturally explain the freedom they found in their Theorem 2.
b) The freedom reported by ZL in choosing dynamical matrices corresponds to cancelledout forces shown in Fig. (1) that has a similar role as the gauge freedom in electromagnetics or simply a reference point for a potential function which needed to be specified by boundary conditions.
c) The steady state distribution of A-type FPE is unique even without boundary conditions for Q, the freedom observed in ZL's Theorem 2 actually show the robustness of the A-type framework.
To summarize, while ZL reported many interesting observations, they have not cited work careful enough. Their non-uniqueness speculation is not only un-rigorous, it is also incorrect.
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